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7 Keys to Success when
looking for the right life partner
A 75 year Harvard study found that the biggest predictor of happiness and
fulﬁlment overall in life is, basically, love - people with better relationships are
happier, healthier and even earn more money.
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f course that does not come as a surprise
As an international matchmaker and
dating coach, I believe that to love and
be loved is a basic human need. Without love,
people do not thrive.
It is not a matter of being in a relationship that
is important for long term happiness, but being
in (and building) a happy, mutually fulfilling
relationship. Choosing the right partner to build
that great relationship is super important and
deserves investment and attention.
So how does one go about finding such
a partner? Here are 7 Keys to success when
looking for the right partner.

O

KNOW WHAT YOUR DATING /
RELATIONSHIP GOAL IS.
If you do not know where you are going, you can
literally end up anywhere, or worse, nowhere.
If your goal is finding the right partner to build
a happy, fulfilling, longterm, committed and
exclusive relationship, go for that and do not
settle for anything less.
1

SUCCESS STARTS WITH YOU
Finding the right partner starts with being
the right partner. Are you emotionally ready
(over that ex?)? Willing to make this a priority?
Do you have a positive mindset? Do you live a
life someone would like to be part of ?
2

FIND SOMEONE WHO HAS THE
SAME RELATIONSHIP GOAL
Find someone who shares your beliefs about
what a good relationship should be. Does
your date want to build a happy, mutually
fulfilling, longterm, committed, exclusive
relationship in which both of you feel safe
and secure?
3

KEY CRITERIA YOUR PARTNER
MUST HAVE
For you to be happy and fulfilled in a longterm,
committed, exclusive relationship what are the
key qualities / characteristics your partner must
have? Choose 5 to 7 criteria.
4

WAIT WITH INTIMACY
5
Keep momentum and take enough time
to know whether someone has the key criteria
that you need to be happy and fulfilled. If one
or more of your key criteria are missing, you will
not be happy in the long run and you need to
move on until you find the person who is right
for you.
KEEP THINGS REAL
Never start a relationship with someone
because you see potential for happiness. (once
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her divorce is finalised, once she quits her job,
once… then we will be happy). Only start a
relationship with someone who you appreciate
and are happy with and want to be with for who
they are now.
HOW THE DATING GOES, THE
RELATIONSHIP GOES
Things should flow relatively easily and the dating
process should on the whole be enjoyable and fun. If
everything is complicated while dating, it will most
likely not get better once you start a relationship.
7

The 7 keys to success should help in finding a great
partner with whom you can then build that happy,
fulfilling relationship.

For further information, please visit
www.him-matchmaking.com

